
Careers in Computing Activities

Job Summary Annual Pay

Forensics £

IT Support £

Social Media Marketing £

Programmer £

Games Developer £

Virtual Reality Designer £

Robotics Engineer £

Web Designer £

Graphic designer £

Name: Class: 

Job Research

Can you summarise what is involved in the Computing jobs listed below? Are you able to 
find out approximate pay? Conduct some research and complete the table with your findings!

Working from home?

Which jobs are more suited to working from home? Why?

Freelance means you are self-employed and get hired by
companies for specific tasks. Which of the jobs on the left
are more likely to be freelance and why?

Who do you work for?

Is money everything?

Some jobs pay more than others. If you could not have both,
would you prefer a job you loved doing or one that paid more
money? Justify your answer.

Which Computing job?

If you could do any job involving
a computer, what would it be?

Software for jobs

Can you think of the type of jobs that might require you to be able to use these types of 
software applications?

Job Software that might be used

Financial advisor

Book illustrator

Police Officer

Plumber

Extra Challenge
Can you carry out some more thorough research about careers
involving computers? Would you be able to make a presentation to
help guide other students? Add any useful websites for them too!
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